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Sticky Note
plague - literally :-)
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Sticky Note
There were earlier translations of parts of the Bible into Old English.


beatrice
Sticky Note
The East Midlands were part of the Danelaw in Old English times, so the adoption of this dialect as the dialect of record gave Scandinavian features a prominence in standard English that they would not have had otherwise.
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Sticky Note
Anglo-Norman (or Anglo-French) was not just a joke, though.  The oldest surviving major work of French literature, the Chanson de Roland, survives in a single manuscript, which was written in Anglo-Norman (not in Continental French).
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Sticky Note
Contrary to what is stated here, William's father was not known as Robert the Devil (though he _was_ known as "le Magnifique") ((https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_I,_Duke_of_Normandy#cite_note-1)/
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Sticky Note
"Hem" survives as an h-less vernacular form to the present day (conventionally spelled as "'em").
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Sticky Note
There is a lot of detail in this section.  Just absorb as much as you can.
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Sticky Note
Squire Western in Tom Jones's novel "Tom Jones" speaks this dialect.
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Sticky Note
wind - as we saw earlier in the course...
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Sticky Note
Analogous to the etymologically unmotivated final "t" in "acrost" for "across" in some dialects of English.
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Sticky Note
Feel free to skim this section, as it is not centrally important to the topic of the class.  Resume at p. 147, "Middle English illustrated".
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Sticky Note
That is to say, their status is deprecated or stigmatized.
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Sticky Note
We'll cover this phenomenon - suppletion - in more detail later on in the class.
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Sticky Note
Northern "at" for modern "to"
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Sticky Note
Northern "til" for modern "to"
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Sticky Note
"maad" = "made" (as noted earlier in the chapter, consistency in spelling is a modern idea)
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Sticky Note
"catel" = "chattel" (property), not "cattle" (cows)
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Sticky Note
"wombe" has undergone semantic change in the centuries since Middle English.






